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A RHETORICAL STUDY OF THE LEPTINEAN 
ORATIONS. 

].— INTRODUCTORY. 

The second century A. D. was peculiarly favorable to mental 
work. Peace and prosperity prevailed almost universally, and 
men had time to turn their attention to intellectual pursuits. 
Gibbon says (p. 216): “Ifa man were called to fix the period in 
the history of the world during which the condition of the human 
race was most happy and prosperous, he would without hesitation 
name that which elapsed from the death of Domitian to the acces- 
sion of Commodus.” Trajan’s conquests secured peace to the 
empire, a peace which the ubiquitous and versatile Hadrian 
sought to maintain even by unwarlike means, while the reign of 
Antoninus Pius is justly said to be without a parallel in the history 
of the world. Clouds began to darken the horizon again while 

Marcus Aurelius was on the throne, but, with the exception of 

the Jewish outbreak in 132, the greater part of this century was 
singularly free from war and tumult. In such a time the inter- 
communication of peoples and the interchange of ideas became 
possible to a greater extent than ever before. Various religious 
cults, philosophical tenets, and superstitions found access to almost 

every nook and corner of the then known world.’ Greek thought 

and Greek culture made their way into all parts of the empire. 
Itinerant teachers, itinerant professors of wisdom multiplied. Like 
their predecessors of the fifth century B.C. they were called 
cogicrai, but they are not the same in character. In later Greek 
the sophist and the rhetorician are absolutely identical; in earlier 
Greek the sophist meant much more. Travel, which was distinc- 

tive of the sphere in the days of Gorgias and Protagoras, had now 
become the fashion. Even the emperors, with the exception of 
Antoninus, visited almost all the provinces of their vast domain? 

1Cf. Baumgart, Aelius Aristides, pp. 62 and gi. 
? Cf. Gibbon, vol. I, p. 144, note. 
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seats of learning had not suffered for want of funds. The lec- 
turers, salaried by the imperial treasury, enjoyed an ease and 
position accorded to few.’ Athens, still pre-eminent as the mis- 
tress of eloquence and learning,’ had three principal chairs: rhet- 
oric, politics, and philosophy. Of these rhetoric held the first 
rank and was endowed with a stipend of 10,000 drachmae, while 
numerous other emoluments were heaped upon the fortunate 
occupant. Hadrian and Antoninus Pius seem to have been 
especially liberal.’ 

Among the many sophists who, born in the various cities of 
Greece and Asia Minor, gravitated to the ‘‘ ancient classic univer- 
sity of the civilized world’ was the celebrated rhetorician Aelius 
Aristeides, surnamed Theodoros. The date of his birth is 117 
A.D.* From his home in Adriani, almost at the foot of the Mysian 
Olympus, Aristeides came to Athens and received instruction in 
rhetoric from the great teachers of the day, Herodes, Alexander, 

Aristokles, and perhaps from Polemon, though Aristeides speaks 
of none but Alexander.* The emperor Hadrian is mentioned but 
once by the rhetorician; he was no longer on the throne when 
Aristeides made his visit to Rome.” The sophist also visited 
Sicily, Greece, Egypt,® and Asia Minor.’ His fame outran him. 
Monuments were set up in his honor in the towns through which 
he passed. The sickness of which he makes so much in his 
speeches, and which caused him to repair to the various temples of 
Asklepios seeking relief, came upon him, as he tells us in the 
beginning of the fourth Sacred Discourse, ten years before the 
proconsulate of Severus, which Waddington places in the year 
153-4. Masson in his Collectanea gives 168-9. Whether Wad- 
dington is right or not in this, he is certainly wrong in assigning 

1 Les rhéteurs ou sophistes ont joué un grand réle a l’époque des Anto- 

nins; ils etaient choyés par les chefs de l’empire, ils parvenaient aux plus 

hautes fonctions de ]’Etat et ils amassaient de grandes richesses: W. 

Waddington, Mémoire sur la chronologtie de la vie du rhéeur Aelius Aristide, 

Paris, 1867. 

2 Cf. Aristeid. Dind. I, p. 298. 

3 For a picture of the age see Nettleship, Amer. Jour. Philol. IV 414. 

Cf. Aristeid. Dind. I, p. 318. 

5 Waddington, p. 65. So Letronne, 
6 Dind. I, p. 134. : 

7 Waddington, p. 6. 
§Dind. II 347. 

9Cf. Dareste, Rhetor Aristides, prolegomena. 

e 
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17 instead of 13 years to the duration of the illness.’ See Baum- 
gart, p. 11. Aristeides met Marcus Aurelius (with whom he 
formed a striking contrast in character) and delivered an oration 
in his presence.” During the latter part of his life the rhetorician 
made his home in Smyrna, from which city he wrote a Jetter to 

the emperor in 180 A. D., imploring aid for the inhabitants, who 

had suffered from an earthquake.’ Little more is known of his 

life. He died early in the reign of Commodus; according to 
Waddington, 185 A. D. 

In the second speech of the feput Adyor Aristeides gives us a full 
account of his sickness and wonderful cure. The most para- 
doxical remedies which Asklepios prescribed,‘ the vaticinations, 
the extraordinary baths and so forth,® are described in detail, 
while through it all runs a thread of self-praise. The whole of 
the fourth discourse is occupied with attributing to the care of the 
god his renown as an orator. Everywhere is the greatest stress 
laid on that which has reference to the field of rhetoric; but the 

properly medical allusions occupy so little space that Baumgart 
thinks they were introduced only for the purpose of recom- 

mending this new and peculiar method of healing to the hearers 
by means of speeches. Compare Dind. I 508-510, 518, 522. 
Did Aristeides betake himself to the temple of Asklepios in the 
firm belief that the god would point out to him through dreams 
how he was toregain hishealth ? There seems to be no good reason 
to doubt it. How then are the extraordinary stories he relates to 

be explained (for extraordinary they. manifestly are, and do not 
bear the “stamp of truth,” as Welcker maintains)? Did the 
sophist believe them himself? Yes. At least in the main. He 
deceived himself, and this self-deception was the result of his 
peculiarly constituted nature and the incessant adulation of his 
hearers. He lacked critical acumen, was unsceptical, unspecula- 

tive, had no originality, but was constantly striving to be thought 
original,° was always endeavoring to relate something truly mar- 
vellous and striking. The piety of a devotee is not to be traced in 
his writings, nor is he to be passed over slightingly with the appel- 
lation of “lunatic,” nor to be looked upon as an impostor. The 

modern hypnotic theory with regard to his wonderful cure is 
barely worth mentioning. 

1 Mémotre, p. 46. 4Cf. Dind. I 46. 

* Dareste, p. 6. § Cf. Dind. I 67. 

’ Dareste, p. 22. 6 Cf. Dind. 1 9. 
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Aristeides worked with the classic models ranged around his 

desk, as it were, and consequently we find that a desire to be 
extremely correct in one feature caused him to lose sight of others. 
He was looked upon as the model Attic prose writer of his time. 
How much he deviated from the Attic norm we shall see later. 
And here arises the question: Did Aristeides comprehend the 
thought, did he grasp the import as well as the form of the classic 
Greek literature, and did he appreciate its beauties? Baumgart 
says he did not. The external form alone appealed to him.’ 
We need not wonder that he became very skilful in handling the 
Attic dialect, when we read such statements as he makes in the 

first Sacred Discourse: rdé¢ ye dottias abtdas dxdoas xai tag ete 

TUUTWY TPOTEpOY xa peta TOUTWY yevouevag Huly ev TH yetu@ve toOvTH 

aycdov Otnpepevoapev rept Adyous, ypagovrés te xar Agyovtes xal ta 

yeypaupéva sEetazovtes* xa) mapetetvapey odx Edattoyv 7 els péoas voxtag 

Ta TAetw, 

The vanity and pride of the rhetorician’ are seen in all his 
writings; everything connected with the great ego is lauded to 

the skies, everything foreign to it is either ridiculed or condemned. 
Aristeides does not use poetry as the vehicle of his thoughts ; 
hence poetry is inferior to prose. Ancient Athens was great and 
glorious. Aristeides lives in a later Athens and has occasion to 

pronounce a panegyric on the city of his choice, and so the latter 
is much more fortunate than the ancient Athens. Even Demos- 
thenes is inferior to the orator of the second century A. D., 
though he is a worthy rival, Plato attempted to refute the theory 
of Gorgias with respect to rhetoric.* Plato is despised. Not- 
withstanding his polemic against Plato, the influence of the latter 
on Aristeides is evident on every page; only in externals, how- 
ever: certain forms of expression (which the sophist uses indis- 
criminately), allegorical myths, numerous examples from every- 
day life. In this polemic we see also a side attack on the philo- 
sophers of the day. Of the three important philosophical systems 
of the age Aristeides seems to have had very little definite knowl- 

_ edge. He constantly misrepresents Plato, mostly, to all appear- 

' (voll) héchst mangelhafter Kentniss der Begriffe und Sachen und der 
souverdanen Herrschaft tiber das Wort, p. 135. 

?Sa vanite de rhéteur le poursuivant jusque dans ses réves: Waddington, 

p. 58. 

3 Das Ganze (of the polemic against the Gorgias of Plato) ist ein leeres 

triigliches Wortgefecht: Baumgart, 33. 
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Besides a treatise on rhetoric in two books,’ we possess fifty-five 
orations and declamations of Aristeides. A large number of 
these are pedérac, or exercises. Under this head fall those orations 

in which the sophist seeks to show his skill by arguing first on 
one side of the question and then on the other. Historical sub- 

jects are invariably taken. The first two that come in this cate- 
gory are Ilept tod méunewy BoyOecav tots ev Iexedta, Nos. X XIX and 

XXX, in Dindorf’s edition. The next two relate to the peace 
between the Athenians and Lacedaemonians after the disaster to 
the Spartans at Pylos, 424 B.C. The subsequent five, XX XIII- 
XX XVII, have to do with the condition of affairs in Greece imme- 

diately after the battle of Leuktra. The question is whether the 
Athenians shall send assistance to the Thebans or to the Lace- 
daemonians. In the dé6eorg rév Aevxtptxdy we find the following: 
rabtny thy Odny 6 Aprotetons AaBdy névte Adyous guedétnae Tov pev TOOTOY 

drép Aaxedatpoviwy, tov dé deutepov dxép OnBaiwy, tov 08 tpitov brép A., 

tov dé tétaptov Onép B,, tov d& neurtov rep tod undetépors BonOeiv, Oavpd- 

Covrat 0& navy ent te TH Oewdtyte xat Tots extyetpypacw, The following 

two, XXXVIII and XXXIX, do not represent different sides of 
the question (whether the Thebans should become allies of the 
Athenians against Philip); we have the same arguments in f’ as 
in a’, only in different words ; as Reiske says: qua videtur auctor 

.... aliis exemplum proponere voluisse, quomodo idem argu- 
mentum aliis atque aliis verbis tractetur. The last two, LIII and 
LIV, and those with which this paper has chiefly to do, are of a 
character distinct from all the rest. Not only does the sophist 
take an ancient subject and argue pro and con, but in one he 
seeks to rival and in the other to defeat the greatest orator that 
ever lived, in his speech on the same subject. In his address to 
Capito, Aristeides, after speaking of this performance, says:* 
el vixen ww’, obx 8yOpdg 6 ategavobpevos ... Hyodpat tadrov Sep ob, wh 

padcrov elvat tov avopa éxetvoy napedOetv .. . dav 3 dpa xpatd, Ti pot mEpe- 

éotat; These speeches are the Adyos zpos Aextivyy, which was first 

made known from a Venetian MS by Morelli, and the Adyos zpos 
Anuoobévn, Concerning the former, Morelli says in his Proleg- 

omena: Etsi vero inscriptione atque adeo auctoris nomine omnino 
careat Oratio, Aristidi tamen ut fidenter adjudicari possit, stilus 
potissimum fecit, Sophistae huic maxime proprius, aliis vero 
scriptoribus prorsus alienus. Any one who has read Aristeides 
through can readily agree with Morelli. Menander praises Aris- 

1Cf, Baumgart, p. 4. $1, pe 417. 
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Then he proceeds at once to the objections which his opponents . 
will raise, and with remarkable adroitness not only prejudices the 
jury in his favor by seeming to divine the arguments of Leptines, 

but by the simple device of giving the jurors something to look 
at intently with the implication that they will be deceived if they 
do not, he also draws their attention away from his weakest side, 
and in the third sentence is in the midst of his argument, and 
that, too, of such a character as to engross the attention of his 

auditors. 

The ending of the speech bears great similarity to the begin- 
ning. The abruptness of both is characteristic, and yet this 
abruptness is not harsh. It rather betokens simplicity, frankness, 
and directness of statement. Without any special exhortation or 
passionate appeal to the jurors to cast their votes in his favor, he 
comes down from the bema apparently satisfied to let the case be 
decided on its own merits. 

Aristeides, on the other hand, launches at once into the abuse 

of both the law and its proposer. We notice here an entire lack 
of that adroitness, that adaptation of means to circumstances, so 
characteristic of Demosthenes. In the second sentence he 
touches a vital point in the argument, and yet in such a way that 
the effect on the jurors could not have been good.’ We have 
here, too, the long involved sentence rolled up in a ball, as it 

were, and hurled at the heads of the jurymen in a manner calcu- 
lated to startle, in striking contrast to the short, plain, matter-of- 

fact statement in the proem of Demosthenes. 

We must give Aristeides the credit for preserving a kind of 
balance in ending his speech as compared with the beginning. 
He tries to make the last blowa telling one. The involved struc- 

ture of the sentence, made especially tense by the frequent use of 
the participle, crowding thought after thought in a small compass, 
shows a special striving after effect. Demosthenes, too, strives 

after effect, but conceals the art. He is conscious of the fact that 

if the pains he has taken became manifest, the auditor’s attention 
would be drawn away from the subject to the form and the 
speaker. The style of Aristeides throughout is neither simple 
nor natural, but decidedly bombastic. 

1 Wolf (Proleg. 37) : “si quis eam talem Athenis olim in suggestum attu- 

lisset.... is sibilis explosus descendere multo citius cogeretur, etc.,’’ and 
§40: “Est autem Leptinea hujus (Dem.) ex genere quietiore, tota in 

-docendo magis quam “ 2 occupata.” 
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In the second part Demosthenes passes over to a positive side 
(29). The case of Leukon, the most relevant of all, as far as the 
ovugépoy is concerned at least, is taken up first. Leptines’ law is 

unjust, in that it deprives one of Athens’ greatest benefactors of 
his rights. Iseukon did not care so much for the money as the 
name. Another typical example is brought forward, and Epi- 
kerdes of Kyrene, who really stands in need of the money, is 
introduced. His services to the state, as well as the peculiar 

crises at which they were performed, are graphically described. 
In §49 Demosthenes paves the way for what follows, and by a 
cleverly inserted clause shows the jurors that he is not speaking - 
for mere private ends; he has the interest of the state at heart. 
tadta pev edyécOw toig Osoisg, xdyd cuvedyonar, In §51 we have the 

connecting link and the introduction to that part of the subject 
relating to those persons who, because of their good-will to 
Athens, had been banished from their respective cities, Corinth- 

ians, Thasians, etc, In §67 the orator prepares the way, by a most 
natural sequence, for the treatment of the most interesting and 

most important part of his subject, the arédeca in its relation to 
prominent Athenian citizens. The great art of Demosthenes 
shows itself not merely by the position of this last section and the 
order in which he arranges what he is about to say, Konon’s 
achievements, and then those of Chabrias, but also by the manner 

in which he introduces the subject: zdvu rvivuy dyOutuny dv, & dvdpes 
Oczactai, ef todto pdvov ddEatue Otxatov xatnyopety tod yvduou, te 

modhods Edvous evepyétas agatpetrat thy atéhetay, tov 08 Tohitey pydév’ 

Gov duxomyy eyew Oetat tay cdpynpevwy tavtyy tiv teyyy xtA, The 

description of the achievements of Konon can hardly be sur- 
passed. Demosthenes lauds him to the skies, and makes this 
praise stand out in greater relief by his famous comparison with 

Themistokles. Careful again lest the antithesis he is about to 
present may not have its full force—nay, may have a damaging 
effect, he says parenthetically : (xa mpd¢ Atéc, dvdpes ’AOnvator, 
pnders pOdvw to pédhov axobon, add’ av adynOes }} oxuneitw), The deeds 

of Chabrias are reserved for the close. There is peculiar pro- 
priety in this, since Demosthenes was now especially speaking for 
the great general’s son. Notice the clever preliminary: fore pév 
ody xar dvev tod nap’ gnod Adyou, tt anovdaiog XaBptas jv avyp, ob 

traglich erweitert.” It is an entirely new thought. Dem. does not simply 

explain why the rewards are better, but why and how Pedriove ry tiny. He 
deemed it necessary to make this clear before going on to the antithesis 
Tapa pév yap Exeivote KTA, 
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Demosthenes has cleared the way for Apsephion’s law, and 
now, in the third part, introduces it with wonderful skill and effect. 

He is prepared to deal with the assertion of his opponents which 
he mentioned in the beginning, purposely adding todtw mieiorp 
zyejoetat tH Aéyw, At the same time he seizes upon this oppor- 

tunity to show that Leptines had not introduced 2s law according 
to the prescribed form. Moreover, Apsephion’s law is for the 
general good; that of Leptines is most injurious. One takes 
away.the arédeca from all simply because a few unworthy persons 
have obtained it; the other permits all benefactors to retain what 
the state had once bestowed upon them, while it punishes those 
who have received it undeservedly. In §§98—-101 the objection of 

Leptines is met. First the orator states the objection briefly, then 
follows his ever effective éécw, Next he turns the very fact that 
his opponent objected to his law into an argument in his own 
favor: Opodoyet pév elvat Bedtiw xa dtxacdtepov tdévde tov vépov od 

téOetxev adres, brép Ob tod ROS TEOXoeTat notetrat Tov Adyov, and finally 

clinches all by the most conclusive argument given in the most 
lively manner in the whole oration (100-102): ézecr’ éyyudped? 
Huet, Doppiwy, Gdhov ef teva Bobdetat Oxoetat tov vépov .. . éyyuu- 

peda, Srtozvobpueda, of Ocopobétat tadta ypagdvtwy, éxt todtTO T6 Tpaypa 

yiyvécdw . . . ef dé tadta Adyous xai pdvapias elvat grace, éxsivo y’ 0d 

Adyosg* adtos Oétw, zat py Asyétw todd’ ws ob Oxoopev Husic, Then 

he concludes by a comparison of Leptines with Solon, the typical 
lawgiver. 

In the fourth part (§105) Demosthenes turns again to the objec- 
tions of Leptines. He shows that only the present laws of Athens 
can be taken into account. In §118 he appeals to the dcacordry 
yvdéun, and in §119 uses the Socratic method of reasoning to show 

that it would be unjust to repeal the grants of the drédeca, and 
proceeds to make even the suspicion raised by Leptines concern- 
ing their ancestors count in his favor. Leptines brings forward 
another argument, that other modes of honoring benefactors are 
left to the state; he does not wish to take away the privilege of 
setting up bronze statues of those who deserve such honor, or of 
granting a seat inthe Prytaneum. The weakness of this argu- 
ment Demosthenes shows in a statement of remarkable brevity : 
Gray, wy eddxaté tw mpdtepdy Tt, Todt’ agédnoOe, xal tas Srodoizous 

dxiotous xutjoste ndoas dwpsds, Following up his advantage, he 
asks what is to become of those by whom the drédeca is the only 
gift received from the state. According to Leptines the liturgies 
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very definite plan on which he built his structure. The whole 
oration is a mass of verbiage.’ 

In the proem (1-3) we have some of the more marked charac- 
teristics which distinguish Aristeides from his great predecessor. 
The fine irony of Demosthenes in the few places he has occasion 
to speak of Leptines is in striking contrast to the rough invec- 
tives of the sophist. Again, the close connection of the thought 
in the one is missed in the other. Just when the jurors would be 
likely to think they perceived the course Aristeides was about to 
pursue, he goes off on another tack and says év derépw xat 37 
cages éxtdetEw. The antitheses in the next two sections are good. 

In §6 the speaker returns to what he had touched upon in the 
opening." Demosthenes handles the same subject in a masterly 
manner. fe also often reverts to something he has developed 
before, yet never except when the circumstances seem to demand 
it as an addition necessary for the completeness of the structure 
which is building, and often in such a way as to throw new light 
upon the entire situation or give special emphasis to the state- 
ment by the reiteration.’ Aristeides treats of the a&a in §§7-12. 
Demosthenes dismisses the whole subject in one sentence. He 
has no time for indulging in such quibbling and hair-splitting. 
Self-evident truths need only to be mentioned : éya@ 6” éte péeyv tau dy 
xatnyopobyta mavtas achatpstoOat tiv Owpedy tTdy adixdv eotw tdow, 

The next sentence, to be sure, shows that Phormion had said 

something on the subject ; but Demosthenes does not haggle over 
what is more or less present to the minds of all; he proceeds at 
once to strike an effective blow. Aristeides makes little headway. 
Not only does it require great tension of the mind to follow him, 
but it is all made doubly tedious by the endless repetition of @%tos 
and dydftoc.4 The main object of the following sections is to show 

1 Baumgart, p. 44, after speaking of the auditor’s paying more attention to 

the form than the thought, says: So ist es erkl4rlich, dass da, wo wir nur ein 

hohles Phrasen-Gebaude erblicken, jene mit immer gesteigerter Bewunderung 

Akt nahmen von der kunstreichen Verkniipfing der idéaz und 74. 
* Nothing shows more clearly the imperfect structure of Aristeides’ works 

than such phrases as évavé?Gwpev dé Bev &&EBnuev (Dind. I, p. 65), éwaverue dé 
Obey é£éByv (1 77), which he uses out of all proportion. In five speeches, [X= 

XIII, embracing a little more than one hundred pages, d7ep éoyv is used seven- 

teen times. 

3 Cf. §§54, 56, 57 with what precedes; 56 with 1; 88 with what precedes ; 

124 with £20. 

4Cf. Adyov xoetobax in §2, where he makes a play on the words; also §§$35, 
36. In his treatise rep? pyropixje, Dind. ITI, p. 43, the repetition of croyacecOas 

is positively nauseating. 
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knowledge of Greek proverbs by using such phrases as ps7’ ’ Evpt- 
zov Xwpetv, or of mythology and history by dragging in the fable 

of Proteus and the philosophy of Artabanos (Hdt. 7,9). He 
closes the first part of his speech with a panegyric upon 
Athens (39).’ 

In the second part Aristeides also goes over to a positive side. 
The style is epideictic throughout. In §40 he recounts no less 
than four cases where the gods had shown themselves well-wishers 
of Athens. Compare the simple, direct and vigorous manner in 
which Demosthenes takes up the case of Leukon. The orator is 
practical; the rhetorician soars so far above the heads of his 
audience that he seems to bring on examples foreign to the sub- 

ject. The former shows immediately whether the law is detri- 
mental or not ;? the latter stands so serenely upon a plane above 
all practical considerations that the jurors could not but have 
listened to him with feelings of impatience and disgust. The 
motif is still the care which the gods have for the city. In §42 he 
begins with ad’ éxep Egyv, and repeats what he had said in 4o by 
tediously expanding this dzep into a host of useless words about 
a point of minor importance in the argument. What follows 
shows clearly enough that Aristeides here, as in many other 
places, has to do, to quote a phrase of his own (§44), pdOor¢ paddov 
7 mpdynactv, Then we have two long sentences in as many sec- 

tions, in which are contrasted the ancients’ treatment of those who 

did anything detrimental to the state, and that of the Athenians 
towards Leptines (45-47). Here we observe a certain excellence 

in form, but it is all irrelevant. The cozgépov has been treated as 

yet in a very unsatisfactory way; hence the arguments here 

adduced lose much of their force.? Demosthenes first acts on the 
defensive. But it is not sufficient to show simply that the law is 
not beneficial, and so in the second part he acts on the offensive, 
attacks the enemy’s stronghold, and deals his most effective blows, 
showing that the law will be positively detrimental. In §26 Aris- 
teides showed what their ancestors did to benefactors, here (§45) 

1Aristeides is much like Andok. in lugging in words and whole phrases from 

the tragedians. See Jevons, Hist. of Greek Lit. p. 453. _ 

* Blass, Att. Bered. p. 177: ‘ Er kennt und beherrscht auf das vollkommenste 

das Gebiet auf dem er verweilt und iiber das er nicht hinausgeht; und das 

Gebiet ist weder klein noch unbedeutend: die praktische Politik.” 
*Aristeides is,in this respect, Deinarchos magnified. Blass, Deinarch. p. 

277, says: “‘ die heftigen Angriffe geschahen nicht immer am Orte, noch auf 

Grund von Beweisen.” 
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reiteration todr’ agatpetrat.’ Aristeides then touches upon the 

important question whether the state should do what Leptines or 
each citizen would hesitate to do individually. Here is a good 
argument. Demosthenes makes the most of it (136-139); his 

opponents are effectually ‘“ cornered.” The minor point, the well- 

known fact that no one would take away from a person what he 
had previously bestowed upon him, is dismissed in one sentence: 
bu@y totvuy 000” dy ety obdév wy dia ter doln, tod’ agddotto madty, add? 

odd’ extyetpjoecey dv. The important part follows, and this he 

treats in full. Aristeides makes nothing out of the argument. 
The energetic brevity of the orator gives a very different effect 
from the spun-out style of the rhetorician. In §82 the latter talks 
about the zisrcs again, how the benefactors would have justly 
feared that the rewards would not be abiding, cannot withstand 
the temptation to strike at Leptines again in passing, and in 85 
with éxeice madw éraverut, returns to the subject handled in 82. 
Then occurs again the thought which has already found expres- 
sion ad nauseam: od pdvov Ste tod mpattew 4 det pdhtora mavtwy 

iptv det, Sow xa Oevgthetg pdhtota mdvtwy jyets xtd,, and in §88 we 

have a repetition of §:1. The same phrases in great number are 
repeated. The ideas lack connection and symmetry is wanting. 
Leptines is again assailed and a contrast is made between the 
barbarians and the Athenians, the latter turning out to be the 
worst. The sophist would almost have you believe black is white. 
Two fanciful comparisons follow. 

Aristeides also in the fourth part (§94) turns to particular points 

in Leptines’ law. The tyrannicides Harmodios and Aristogeiton 
he takes up first and tries to show that his opponent hardly knows 
what he is talking about, tots adrég abrod nohepdy odx alaOdverat, 

He wishes to say that by making an exception in the case of the 
descendants of Harmodios and Aristogeiton his law is not con- 
sistent. If the law is a benefit, why not give all the opportunity 

of sharing it? If not, why not deprive all? He makes one 
statement which but dimly expresses his meaning and, nothing 
daunted, makes another attempt ; failing in this, he adopts a third 
expression ; he never succeeds in getting at the kernel.? In 96 
and 97 he tries to make Leptines convict himself. How poorly 

1“ Klarheit ist eine seiner bedeutendsten und hervortretendsten Eigen- 

schaften,”’ Blass, 183. 

* Wolf says of the style of the Leptinea of Dem.: “ lenia, summissa, enucleata 
-omnia.” 
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the same frequency. This is but another indication of one of the 
chief characteristics—simplicity. The balance is all the more 
remarkable from the fact that it is a deuvtepodoyfa, Wolf, on the 

basis of the interpretation of the phrase Aé&s ypagexy by the 
writer zep) Eppnvetas, seems to think that the ypag:z@raro¢g of Diony- 

sios refers especially to ‘“‘laevitas verborum et bene vincta oratio ” 
—an explanation which would ill comport with the assertion of 
Blass. The “bene vincta oratio,”’ however, although, as I con- 
ceive, very marked,’ is not so prominent as to distinguish it from 
the other orations and call forth the statement dzdytwy trav éywr 
ypagixwratos (even if tay dezavex@v is to be added). What does 
Dionysios mean by the term? Aristotle, II] 12, speaks of the 
AéEtcg ypagtxy as opposed to the aywtortx7, which latter he explains 

as Onoxpitixwtdty. This evidently does not suit here, for you could 
not say of the Leptinea that the style is not suitable for speak- 
ing. Ernesti’s definition seems to be too indefinite and general : 

“ypagixwtatos Adyos autem Dionysio est oratio elaboratissima et 
ornatissima virtutibus oratoriis,” according to which the Leptinea 
should come under the head of the 4£2t¢ aywvtortz7, As Dionysios 
does not explain the significance of the term, we must try to 
derive its meaning by turning our attention to the oration itself. 
The zdprc is very perceptible. What is the other most striking 

characteristic? It seems to me that Blass names it in the second 
of his three characteristics—/iveliness.? Copious examples of 
this have been given in my analysis. The orator makes the jury- 
men see the point as it appears to his own clear mind; he never 
becomes tedious to them; he knows where and how to put cach 
argument to produce the greatest effect. 

Aristotle says: % pév obs dxideczzixy, 112:5 ppagizmsary; but this 

element does not occur to a very great extent in the Leftinea, 
except in the second part; it certainly does not preponderate. 
The second division of Aristotle, the ajo :97:27, 142+, is employed 
in the <paz-:z5 yi.0s. Now the Leptinea eminently Lelonys ty 

this class. Why not derive the meaning, then, of 7pog-s-470 
from the verb ypiges “to paint”? We know the adjective has 

1Note the statement of Dionriica that he Ends racgyemay ewok im it, 

Being a native, ke was erick bette: ataptet for raming aigment om th.2 at 
than we. 

2 Der Gesammtcharacter ter Leztines ive angenscame Leichr gues, Leta- 
digkeit, und Redegewanc:5e2” Kian Simael sraatiain poouire“ v7 

“ vierlichste.” 
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give ypagixwrarog its technical signification. But on closer inspec- 
tion we find additional proof of the meaning we have assigned to 
it. When we read zavnyuprexyy and remember this is equivalent to 
éxtdstztexyv, which in its technical signification is almost synony- 

mous with ypagex7y, and then just below are confronted with the 

statement xdv to xatad Aextivov, the question seems to be settled at 
once. But just before this statement we have we év ty xara ’Aptoto- 
xpdtoug, and just after xdv ty zep) rod otegdvou, xa év Gddore ovyvots. 

The Leptinea is neither mentioned first nor is there a distinct 
statement that the epideictic element reaches its maximum in 

this speech. On the contrary, what is said of the Leptinea is 
also virtually said of the speech against Aristokrates. Hence 
Dionysios says nothing from which we can infer that in the term 
ypagixmtatos he has reference to the epideictic element of the 

Leptinea. 

Reiske declares Aristeides to be more difficult than any of the 
Greek orators, Thukydides alone in his speeches being an excep- 
tion, and Wolf remarks on this performance of the rhetorician: 
‘** Mihi autem perquam vile et contemnendum est.” Whether we 
praise the great orator’s Leptinea for its subtlety with Cicero,’ or 
for the beauty and nobility of its sentiments and the force of its 
arguments with Wolf,’ who places it next to the Crown, we must 
deny that praise in all these particulars to his would-be rival.’ 

III.—CoMPposITION. 

A.— Rhythm. Cicero says:* “ Cujus (Dem.) non tam vibrarent 
fulmina illa nisi numeris contorta ferrentur.’ Although these 
words do not apply so much to the Leptinea, yet even here the 
rhythm is not to be neglected; it helps much to bring about - 
the ydpts.® The first two sections may be divided into the 
following : 

1 Orator, 31, III. 

° * Proleg. 42~44; cf. Plut. Dem. 13. 

*Cf. Baumgart, Aelius Aristides, Vorwort; also Aristeid. XXVI, Dind. I, p. 

507: érecta A€yety rept Tov 2b6yuv Tev Ene ei¢ boov mpoBeBnnoree elev, uvnoOjvat 
pév dy TlAdrwvog nai Anpoobévoue, é¢’ olowep éuvhobn éxatépov’ axpore2etriov 3” 

éxBezvat, wapyAbe¢ tuiv Te atGpare tov Anpoobévn, w¢ und’ aitoig dpa roig gtA006- 

og eivat tTEpPpovpoat, TovTO Td pyua Tacav éEmol tiv vorepov giPoTtipiay eippe, 

Tour’ Exoinoe wav bre motoiny wepi Adbyoue EAatTov eivat Tou SéovTog vouiferv. 

#Orator, 234. 

5 See Dionys. Dem. 47. 
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2. zy [--| Lu [-Alljvvezlvve- 

3 -i¥v-|[ v4 |[—--fty-|[--|vyv- 
e 

4. —v | -v]-y. 5. ~4 | vv+]--. 6.-. 7. vuelve 

8. mvel[vuvel[—-vel[ve 

ov 2+ | vellyve| vyutl—-/A 

IO. -- | vt | v-fTv+|--|[-Al zuy | yu |--(-v= 

| vy--|-ve | 

II. —: +— | +— | LUV | zv|l- 
6 

Il—r1. v v— :¥— | vs | v-| vel|-v2|-ve]—-v=||- ae, 
. e 

e 

ve|—-“ov [-< 

2. v--| -v-|-v+ | -v-. 3. -v-|--|--|--v- 

4.-: vivuy | >+-|v-+-llzevy | LUV 
e 

: wa ° L. L. 5S -rvy-[y | v-f. 6.-:v-|v Jvv-|[v f. 

Further, in &¢ tdv adrdv trpézov we have a cretic dipody, and in 
adtepdy xote Avottedéotepdy ore (5) an anapaestic dimeter acatalectic. 
In §7 we have that form of which the orators were especially 

fond, and one which is*recommended by Aristotle—the fourth 
paeon: dapetBdpuevor xaxtag; of mpdyovoe (10), dtetédovy.’ Cretics 

occur with especial frequency at the end of a kolon. 
Let us now turn to another part of the oration, towards the 

middle, and makea selection which contains some of the epideictic 
element. 

§77.—1. v-— v--- vu-ve—-veu-, Dactylic movement. 

2, -4|--[ vvel|us-|veun|venfuen 
Anap. tripody + Bacchic tetram. 

g -vv i 4-[4-] 4-|4-] eee | ee ll-- 
Dactyl. hexam. 

5. ——| vu | v— | v— | vue | -vVyV, 

Iambic movement (almost a senarius). 

6. a — | LUV | zvu|/—-ve | vust | vuve | VvuUus [. 

Dactyl ending w. paeons. 

7.--3;--|--]-vyv ]--]|-vyv. Dactylic. 
8, -vu-v-, 9. -Y-—- | -v |J--|--|-vv ]-v. 

Clausula esp. sought after, followed by last half of hexam. 

1 On Cicero’s desire to have the last word of the sentence as sonorous as 

possible see Aulus Gellius, I, p. 52 (Herz). 
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10, yyy |--]| vy¥—]| v¥-. Iambic dimeter (almost). 

r,-vi +-|[ +-| tvyv | 4vy | +v||-v-. Dactylic. 
12, vy¥: vyvv—--. Clausula esp. sought after. 

13, v---|-v--. First and second epitrite. 

Finally, the closing part of the oration. 

§167.—1I. 4uy | a— | L2YUy, 2, 4uUu | a2uyu | 4£—||yv—-ve, 

Half of hexam. 

3. v--|--|-¥. 
4. ¥-i4-] +yv | z-|[ svy | cvy | <i -—-—- — — . 

Dactyl. hexam. (almost). 

5. -——V— 

6. —--|-vyv J-vv |--|[-vyvllv-| v-|--fv-| 

—UYV, 

Hexam. (5 ft.) + iamb. trim. catalec. minus one mora. 

Cretic and anapaestic. 

8. —=_———o—o v-. 

Too much stress must not be laid on the rhythm of Demos- 
thenes as indicated by these metrical divisions. The most note- 
worthy point is, they serve to show how the orator intermingled 
his longs and shorts—so' that they will submit to metrical treat- 
ment’ and thus become the visible exponent of the general move- 
ment of the language. To try to make poetry out of this prose 
would be overdoing it. 

The kola of Aristeides present the following arrangement: 

I—§1, l--—-v-- - VURK KY, De ae a VV = te err 

TUR, 3 Ren Qa eH mm 5. mY. 6, -¥ YY. 
7, Veuve ev vue, 8, He ev Q. --Y¥Y¥---- YY 

eee er «© SOR ee © Oe 

TRU YURKY, 12, RY Rm ee nen me 13, Re Ye mor 

MVVU UR =, 

A glance over these quantities will show that although here and 
there we can obtain as good a verse, or part of one, as generally 
in Demosthenes, yet throughout there does not exist the same 

1The rhythm accords with Isokrates’ directions. See Blass, Att. Bered., 

ate Abth., p. 105. 
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Silben méglichst vermieden wird.” There are 43 examples in 

the Leptinea of three or more short syllables in succession (not 
counting those that occur all in one word). Of these ten may be 
cancelled, since they either do not produce the effect of separate 
words or from other reasons are unobjectionable, as odtu¢ ¢ vépos, 

Bre 88, OjAov Ere, In many places the cause for a certain position 
of the words can be traced to this desire of avoiding the heaping 
up of short syllables, as pat’ Eywy vopnos xadds (152), where pada 

limits zad@s, but is separated from it by two words. Of three 
successive short syllables inthe same word there are 40 examples, 
seven of these being forms of ytyvecdar, 

In Aristeides (Wolf’s text) I find 205 examples. Of course, 
those in Demosthenes have been reduced to a minimum by 
modern criticism, as also the cases of hiatus, whereas the text of 

Aristeides is still in its crude state. Of these 205 examples 46 
could very well be struck out. He has still, however, 159 to 
Demosthenes’ 33. Of single words containing three successive 
short syllables Aristeides has 67 examples. Eleven of these are 
vouobetety, vopnodetixods, and the like; seven from the verb ;ty- 
veobac, 

C.— Hiatus. That Demosthenes took especial care to avoid 
hiatus is well known. The number of examples in the Leptinea 
is exceedingly small.!_ Some of these are explained by the 
pause, others are due to the corruption of the text. 
Aristeides has about 90 examples of hiatus (not counting xa) 

os, dc’ dy, # ef and the like, in which case there would be some 
250). But when we observe that this number can be reduced at 
least one-half by striking out all the examples which are capable 
of being removed by elision and other means, the number does 
Not look quite so formidable; and yet the examples are still by 
NO means so rare as in Demosthenes. 

IV.—RHETORICAL FIGURES, 

I, duotcotédevroy, These the rhetorician and the orator have with 
about the same frequency, but neither very often. Asan example 
from Demosthenes I cite from the last chapter 4 tzu: tyvdzure, 
tabta gudazdze zat prypovevece 5 from Aristeides mucely nat sty) zat 
wjOnpnev detv (19); see also 11, 26, 56. Further, compare af rupa 
tiv Oyjuwey Bwpeat cor mapa thy Gihwy nohizes@ Odupivwr (Dem. 15) 
with zletorey by, tive arb pdr 20/07 247 O?, 

* See Benseler, de Hiatu in Oratoribus Atticis, pp. 103-18, 
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now he makes use of the opposite figure, polysyndeton, as the 
sense demands: 10, 60, 78, 104, 122, 142, 158,164. The first is a 
good example of its use in summing up, one of the instances in 
which it is most frequently employed: tpa ydp ta péyeor’ dvécdn 
xtatat, pOovepods, axtotous, dyaptstous elvat doxetv, In 78 a certain 

vigor is given to the utterance by this figure: 0d zédwv, 0b gpodpioy, 
od vaby, ob otpatidtyny axwieaev od0év’ Hyobssvos Sbudy.' The omis- 
sion of the conjunction necessitates a pause ; hence the full signifi- 
cance of each single word and the relation to the whole is more 
readily grasped and more deeply impressed. 
Aristeides has not a single example of asyndeton in his speech 

against Leptines, and this is one cause of the exceeding monotony. 
But we must not judge by this oration of what Aristeides could do 
in this line. See the following: Dind. I, pp. 11, 69, 79, 101, 117, 

132, 134, 147, 208, 226, 231, 240, 278, 293, 300, 327, 364, 706, 774, 
805, 838; II 340, 381, 383, 404. The sophist makes the Greek 
language not the minister, but the drapery of his thought. 
There is much tinsel and little pure gold. He daubs on the paint 
here and scarcely touches the canvas there. A word, a phrase, a 
figure is seized upon and made to do‘so much service that it 
drops finally, as one might think, from sheer exhaustion, and does 
Not revive again for pages. ws elzetvy is done to death—in one 
part of his work a dozen times in 25 pages. You might fish for 
oluat or exdtwe long in vain and all of a sudden come upon a shoal 
of them.? ri 6’ dy efxors (Ib. 68, 122), th det rd néppw Akyew 

(I, p. 59), #a@ddov 6 and the like are very common in some 

Speeches, in others they are wanting. xa@dzep will occur four 
times on one page (Dind. II 528), and then again there will bea 
Sap of two hundred pages. 

4. xolucivdetov, This figure serves to lighten the mental labor 
Of the hearer. It combines the related ideas, and the unity is 
discerned with slight effort. Moreover, it gives “ einen Eindruck 
von Grésse und imponierender Fiille.’” In Demosthenes: 3, 14, 

38, 43, 44, 49, 51, 53, 61, 68, 76, 77, 78, 84, 88, 98, 105, 107, II0, 
119, 132, 137, 145, 146, 161. Particularly to be noticed for Grisse 
und Fiille are those in 68 and 77. In 78 we have one noteworthy 
for its contrast to the preceding asyndeton, and 88 for the repeti- 
tion 6xwo . . . Oxwse .. . Sxus. 

In Aristeides: 3, 16, 28, 44, 60, 62, and none of these worthy 

1Cf. Aristeides, Dind. I, pp. 725 and 739. 

*Cf. Dind. I 86, oluac three times in one section. 
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seven examples of 5zogopd, and yet we are justified in saying that 
Demosthenes has an especial fondness for this figure, because the 
number of instances in which it cou/d occur is necessarily small, 
whereas in the case of asyndeton, antithesis, and the like, a small 

number of examples would not indicate the author’s predilection 
for the figure. 

Under this head may be mentioned also the variety of transition- 
formulae which Demosthenes employs: ére toévuy bude xaxetv’ évOu- 
petcOa det (8 and frequently) ; voutSw rotvuv buds dpyetvov dy xep) rod 

napdvtog Bovdevcacbat, ef xdxetvo pdOorte (15); géps by, xak tag edro- 

pias... detEw (26); ef rotvuy tig budy exetvo méxerotat (49); 00 

totvuy pdvov .. . G&tdv éorty eblaByO7zvat (50, quite common); wva 

tolvuy efdjte (88) ; oluat trolvuy xat todtov tov Adyov Aextivay epeiv 

(120); ére totvuy ows extobpovtes épovow (131); 8 totvoy pddota 

ndvtwy olpat dsty Suds puddFacbat (134); xa piv 000 éxetvou 7 anoc- 

taréoy tod Adyou (139); xatroe xal tovT’ dxodw as Adyetv (145); mapa 
ndvta 08 tabt’ exetv’ ér’ dxobcaté pov (160). Compare also 5, 7, 41, 
67, 105, 112, 125, 143, 154. Although the single word totvuy con- 
stantly recurs, yet the variety of expressions would satisfy the 
most fastidious. 
Here I may note also the repetition of the word oxzozeiv, by 

by means of which the attention of the juror is focussed on the 
point in question. The orator dwells longer on the subject, and 
sufficient time is given for the words to penetrate and make the 
desired impression. The examples are: 19, 20, 40, 43, 45. 54, 56, 
57, 68, 74, 83, 87, 130, 146, 163. Of these four are followed by 
the imperative (or equivalent) of Aoyifoxar. In many places we 
find synonyms: Oewpyoate (31), Oewpette (44), pepe Oo} xaxciv 

erd2wuev, Again, how Demosthenes varies his expressions is 
shown by xpézov (8), fpportev (66, 86), zpocyxev (114, 119), mpéret 
(157); td gyptopa todto td téT adtyy ypagéy (42), TO Y. TodTO TO TéTE 

YypicOev te avdpt (44), TA Ynpional ad... &ypdgy (63). 

Aristeides is not very happy in his selection of transition expres- 
sions, The charm and vigor given to the style of Demosthenes 

by his admirable choice is totally wanting in the rhetorician. 
Either the subject is introduced by a long conditional clause, or 
it is patched to the preceding by some short phrase like yzwpi¢ de 
tovtwy, avev O& tobtwy, or a Small link like oxozeite & xdzetvwe is 

inserted, which informs you that a new subject is to be handled, 
Or, as in 31, the pet phrase paddov 0 dvdyxyn dvoiv Oatepov is brought 

in again, indicating that one bubble has burst and another is about 
to be blown. 
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Other marked examples in Demosthenes: <% é¢ zt cas xapd 

ta&y Ojpay dwpeas ebpyocz’ oveas Jeizioug (15); vddsts dra zd» vox» 

qniv xpostezat yopryés (19). Cf. 20, 27, 28, 31, 32, 42, 59, 70, 75 
76, 91, 93, 99, IOI, 104, 105, 110, III, 120, 123,127. Noteworthy 

is the position of aérod in zpyuarta piv yap gory dst zap’ Opiv adzud 

(40), and quite remarkable that of civeza in 70d <apaxpodcactat 
zal pevaxioa Afyetat cap’ jpay elvexa, In 127 we have codrey Eyer 

tév tpéxev, a type especially common, and one which Aristeides 
uses extensively also. In most cases the design of the orator can 
be perceived : a certain word is to be made emphatic, hiatus to be 
avoided, a previous thought to be revived. 

The rhetorician does not fall behind Demosthenes in the use of 
hyperbaton. It looks very much, however, as if he overdoes it: 77s 
dyabi¢ xat thy xédev 2F apy7s Aayovoyns avznalus zbyzNs (3), 75 xat TOdS 

ebepyéras 9 xddts WStwoev azédecag (30), the latter being a type par- 

ticularly common. There are about 57 marked examples of this 
class of sentences. The noticeable hyperbaton xazv adzos adzod 
occurs in 87, 94, 100, and in the Adyos xpdg Jypoc8éy in 2, rap’ 

aités sauté in 8, xat’ abzd¢ aavtod in 60, dxép adtos cavted in 74, 

Here might be mentioned also the enormous mass of words com- 
ing between the article and its noun or infinitive so characteristic 
of Aristeides. In imitating Demosthenes he goes beyond all 
bounds.’ 

In order to present the thought in the clearest manner Demos- 
thenes frequently places the relative clause first, often beginning 
the principal clause with the demonstrative: «10 fj¢ zdot péreore 
70 fucov, xa tots und Stroby ayaddy mexoinzdow Spas, tadrys Tods &d 

Tojcavtas, & xpooteOeixauey abtois, tadt’ agedwpcOa; (8). Others 

in 16,17, 122. Under this head may come also relative adverb 
clauses : w&¢, 36, %a 22 and frequently. See Demetrios zept Epp7- 

vetag 20 and Blass, p. 128. 
This type is also frequent in Aristeides: 6¢ dy pdvosg tév mavtwy 

dyatpety tadtyy mecpatat . . . dtd tovTwy oby hxota rdvTwy, 

10. xapévOeots, Hermogenes says this figure adds liveliness. 
One of the prominent features of the Leptinea is the use of paren- 
theses (another support to the signification I have given to the 
ypagixmtatos of D. H.). In 44 the parenthesis does not merely 
add a statement which strengthens what precedes, but serves to 
bring into greater prominence td ztoredetv immediately following. 
Others occur in 45, 74, 94, 102, 109, 139, 143. Observe how 

1Cf. 34 (rT#v . . . ovvrédecav) and the last sentence of 49. 
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so nicely with regard to points that require emphasis, and seldom 
employing the means just referred to, but striving to make every 
sentence, whether the sense demands it or not, sound as full as 

possible. 
Two figures remain to be mentioned here: xdzios and zapovo- 

pasta, Of the former we have §73 of Demosthenes cited as an 

example by the grammarians: Acyerat . . . Azyetar, In Aristeides 
14 there is an approach to it. zapovozacta does not appear in 
Demosthenes at all. In the sophist it occurs several times, the 
most marked example being in 91: dvopzwtdtwy xa) dpotdtwy. See 

also Dind. I 400: Zédcov pev oddy odte eSpnza od elpnxa (xap7- 
ynots), and II 306: arbyets, waddov dé xa ydtbyers. Dind. II 516: 

Bh gpovypate pdvov, GdAd xat xatagpor7patt, 

V.—MISCELLANEOUS. 

In this part of my paper grammar will play the chief part. 

“As an art, grammar entered largely into antique aesthetic criti- 
cism. The ancient models were studied with a view to imitation, 
and the analysis extended to every element of discourse. Nothing 
that had been recognized as characteristic was overlooked.” 
The periphrasis with the verb gatvec@ar is a favorite term with De- 

mosthenes ; it scarcely makes its appearance in Aristeides. The 
large use of gatves@ac and doxety points to the fact that Demosthenes 
based many of his arguments on what seemed right, what appeared 
just. Bytheir use, also, he obtains fullness of expression. The peri- 
phrasis with gatvecdat occurs 22 times: eleven with the present 
participle, ten with the perfect, one with the aorist.2 ayypypdvor 
occurs very often—dquite significant, since it is the very point on 
which Demosthenes feels obliged to hammer continually. gatvecOaz 
alone appears nine times. Other periphrases are not rare: a¢g7- 
pyxws Evee (17), eoeo edngptopévor (166), etc. 

Aristeides has but one example with gatvecOar: dyvwpovobdvtes 

gavépev (25). The periphrasis with elva: is frequent. gatvecdac 
alone is rare. The proportion of Demosthenes’ use of dozetv to 
that of Aristeides is 3 to 4.’ 

Another favorite means of heightening the effect is the use of 
dyvoetv, generally with a negative or equivalent: 34, 56, 105, 119, 

143 (bis), 165. Aristeides has the verb but once. 

1 Gildersleeve, Grammar and Aesthetics, p. 144 of his Essays and Studies. 

*On the effect of the periphrasis see Alexander, A. J. P. IV 291-308. 
3Cf. doxay xai Sv (Dem. 82) with doxdcwv kai dow (Ar. 36). 
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too, he employs as frequently as Demosthenes; nor is he much 
inferior to the latter in the use of it. The question is one of the 
most interesting of the gnomons of style. The rhetorical ques- 
tion gives great liveliness.’ 
With all his pains in imitating Demosthenes the rhetorician 

often misses the mark. This is especially the case in the use of 
the perfect. The effect produced in 35, for example, by this tense 
(cf 54) is seldom found in Aristeides. In the following statistics 
I exclude, of course, all such forms as te@vdvat, pepv7cbae, 

The perf. infin. occurs with the article in Demosthenes twice: 
té yeypdgOat (29), td dedwxévat (31). The whole number of per- 

fects is 155—29 non-articular infinitives, 58 finite verbs, 66 parti- 
ciples. Observe the fluctuation zexpaypéva (68, 80), mpazOévta 

(64, 87). 
In the Leptinea of Aristeides the whole number of perfects is 

I9I—25 articular infinitives, 48 non-articular (7 are so-called sub- 
jects, 1 in O. O., 3 after 2g’ @, 6 after <),? 47 finite verbs, 71 par- 
ticiples. In 39 we have ws épicat followed by xezxorjo0a, and in 
45 tod BeBovdedobat xai doadcat,and in 49 dta to... mpuctivat... 
zai eicevnvoyévat, The Adyog xpds Anpoodévy contains 26 perfect 

infinitives with the article. So we see that the articular infinitive, 

scarcely showing itself in Homer, used chiefly in the aor. in 
Pindar, only once in Herodotos in the perf., appearing only in the 
pres. and aor. in Aristophanes and the tragedians, not common in 

the perf. even in Thukydides, and occurring but rarely in Plato 
and Xenophon,* has spread to such an extent that Aristeides 
uses it 51 times even with the perf. in two orations.‘ The dative 
artic. inf., which in the classic language is far less common than 
the genitive,’ occurs quite as often as any other form. It would 
hardly pay to count all the constructions of the artic. inf. in Aris- 
teides ; it is sufficient to notice how familiarly he employs the 
most daring of this class and to count only the rare combinations. 
The number of prepositions construed, in the early language, with 
the artic. inf. was very limited.* Aristeides uses freely most of 

1Cf. Dind. I 26. 

* The perf, inf. is rare in any construction in classic Greek. Although Dem. 

has a goodly number in the Leptinea, he is outdone by Aristeides., 

3See A. J. P. III 201. 
*What complexes Arist. uses with the art. inf., as one example out of many, 

is seen in X XI, Dind. I 430. 

5 For the best of reasons (see Amer. Journ, Philol. III 201), The infin. is a 

dative still. 
6 See Professor Gildersleeve’s article, Amer. Journ. Philol. III, p. 195 sqq. 
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adjectives. With regard to the possessive pronouns the differ- 
ence is still greater, the ratio for Demosthenes being 1 to 3 (the 
same as for the adjective), while for Aristeides it is 1 to 13. Hence 
we conclude that Aristeides, like the most of late Greek writers, 

failed to grasp the language in its finer shades and more subtle 

variations. 
The trisyllabic form éavtod, etc., is found in Demosthenes 

(Wolf’s text) 12 times, and the dissyllabic form adrod, etc., 13. 
Aristeides has the trisyllabic form 8 times, the dissyllabic 4, but 

all the latter in similar phrases, adrjy xpdg adtyy (74) and xar’ 
abrég adtod.' The form seaurod is found once, cavrvd, etc., four 

times, neither appearing in Demosthenes. The trisyllabic form 
faurud, etc., occurs in the Adyos xpd¢ Anpocbévy six times, the dis- 

syllabic not at all, while cavrod, etc., appears five times, cautod, 

etc., not at all. These two speeches may be taken as a fair sample ~ 
of Aristeides’ usage in this respect: the forms ad5rod, etc., occur 
in the other speeches, but are far outnumbered by the trisyllabic 
forms. 
The position of the partitive genitive in the two speeches is 

interesting. Demosthenes is bound by no rule; the same phrase 
will be differently arranged in successive paragraphs. Of the 
genitive before the substantive on which it depends he has 31 
examples, of the genitive following 42. Aristeides has 37 instances 
of the latter and only 4 of the former (excluding dvvty Odrepov, a 

fixed phrase). | 
In 4 cases out of a possible 14 Demosthenes repeats the prepo- 

sition of a compound verb before the substantive, Aristeides twice 

out of a possible 43; the ratio of the repetition of the preposition 
to the omission of it being, consequently, 2 to 5 in the orator and 
2 to 41 in the rhetorician. 

The combination of words with re . . . te is not Attic, but sen- 

tences can be so connected. The former construction occurs in 
early Greek, and comes up again in the later language. Aris- 
teides makes but sparing use of it, four examples appearing in 
the speech in question (58, 67, 77, 110), one of which (67) may 

1 That Isokrates regularly uses avrov, and not éavrod, is well known. So 

in the tragic poets. airov is the rule. In Aristophanes éavrov makes a 
better showing. ‘‘It is sufficiently characteristic of the stateliness of Isokrates 

that he should have followed the tragic standard, rather than that of comedy, 
rather than of the inscriptions, in which the trisyllabic forms prevail over the 

dissyllabic (30: 14),” Gildersleeve, Review of Keil’s Analecta Isocratea, A. J. 

P. VI 108. 
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for almost 200 pages. They are especially frequent in those 
speeches which belong to the same class as the speech against 
Leptines. 
Demosthenes has two examples of déezep (137, 152), and, as we 

should expect, none of xa@dzep. In Aristeides we find dezep con- 

tinuously (4, 12, 21, 40, 50) until we come to 61, where we meet 

with xaddzep; then doxep again (76, 78, 102, 107), ten in all. 

xaddzep occurs again in 104, and in the companion speech, sections 
22, 25, 34, 42. xa0dzep has a legal coloring in classic Greek, but 
in the later language largely usurps the place of dazep. The rare 
occurrence of xa@dzep in the two speeches concerning the immunity 
has led me to investigate further and note how familiarly he uses 
it in the rest of his works, see how closely he follows the Attic 

usage.’ In the following speeches: Dionysos, Herakles, To Askle- 
pios, Asklepiadai, To Sarapis, and To the Emperor, xa@dzep occurs 
but three times, whereas dozep appears just fifty ; in some of them 
it fairly swarms, e. g. Dind. I, p. 68, three in five lines; p. 81, 
three in four lines; p. 103, five on one page. But we also have 
swarms of xa@azep’s; in the speech preceding Dionysos xaédzep 
is found seven times, five in the compass of one page (I 38). Here, 
again, we have evidence of what I said in the beginning: Aris- 
teides takes up a construction, a form, a word, as a child would a 

toy, uses it because he thinks it pretty, uses, then abuses it, and 
finally tires and throws it away.*. The number of instances in the 
whole corpus of Aristeides is 74, almost the same as the verbal 
adjective. 
Among the many Herodotean expressions taken up in later 

Greek is todto pév ... todto 6é, and while it occurs here and there 

in Attic, and is even found in the Leptinea of Demosthenes (59),? 
it is in full bloom again in Aristeides. He uses it 39 times alto- 
gether, once in our speech (104) and twice in the companion 

1G, Kaibel, in Hermes, 1885, II] (Dionysius von Halikarnass und die 

Sophistik), shows the influence which the historical writings of Dionysios exer- 
cised upon Appian, Aristeides and others. He says that in the classical school 

foanded by Isokrates and continued by Ephoros, Theopompos, etc., are to be 

found the models and ideals of Dionysios, who is a connecting link between 
the two eras. 

*Cf. II 528, four on one page. 

3See also IX 11 and XX 59. The formula is rare in the Attic orators, except 
those of the transition period, viz. Antiphon and Andokides. In the first and 
fifth speeches of the former it is esp. frequent: V 5, 11, 26, 31, 50, etc. See 

1103, II 16, 17, 40 of Andok. 
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counter-influence, the peculiar construction of the sentence, the 
proximity of a disturbing factor, e. g. Dem. IV 18, tva . . . zape- 

doy radta agbisaxtos AnpOH, pndevos dvtog éuxoddy riety ex tHy exetvov 

ydépay Syiv. Similar instances are found in Aristeides. A few more 
examples of «7 for od are: Panathenaikos, Dind. 1 204, doxet dé 
Ol. . » THS TOAews H pdyn xa pydévwv Gddwy elvat; Panegyrikos in 

Kyzikos, I 393, euotye duxet . . . nd dv odtw déac0at; Sikelikos, 
B, 1 582, péype ply pnders agizxto; bnép t7¢ elpyvys B, I 602, olpar dé 

pnd? Huds dy rodré ye ypijvat Agyetv; Leuktrikos A, I 623, pepynpévoe: 
TiS coppaytas xa pn Bovddpevor dcahdety adtyy gavovpeda, 

But Aristeides does not seem to sin in this direction more than 
in the opposite, viz. in using 0é for uy. This is especially true of 
the conditional sentence: ¢/ pév odddaty Gdhorg . . 2 bv7v (16); efzep 

Antoupysiv péev obx eve (23); ef. . . Adyos 060? sloriaody abtois yy 
(37); e2 . . . tudtwy obdev ethev avrovs (45); ef... obx axyAdaxtat 
(50); ef pev .. . 0d xpoceiyes Shwe tov vodv (76); ef dp’ d&tdg sore 

avip obx ateketas pdvay (103); ef wey... €0 motety d& 0d xpoczy 

(109); e? 0 obx dvextdv . . . todt On (112). The rhetorician 
seems to use both indiscriminately in the conditional clauses with 

the indicative. In 79 we have e/ x7 with the gen. absol. We 
even find 0d with érav and the subj.: drav yap tavty pév obdyytivody 

pényey éxdyy; also with wore and the infin.: dor’ ob pdvov abrod 

AiBors eb00¢ avedstv (46). With what little compunction Aristeides 

shifts from one negative to the other can be well illustrated by the 
following: zai zpocére OdEopev W tyvixadta py xadds BePoviedobat 

eee Pee vov ov xale agatpetcdat (5); thé pH naow dxids peta- 
didwe, GAda. Toi wey, tots 8 0d (g5); cf. 37 and 95. 

The enormous range which 70d with the inf. has in non-classic 
Greek stands in striking contrast to the very limited use of it in 
Attic.* Aristeides, however, is true to his colors in this respect 

and uses the construction but rarely. 

In his use of consecutive clauses the sophist is not so near the 
norm. There are 33 instances of ws ina result clause (mostly c. 
inf.) in the speech adv. Leptinem alone, and 18 in the speech adv. 
Demosthenem. Inthe former there are 10 examples of éore—1 
with the indic., 3 with the infin., 6 = itaque ; #s = itaque occurs 
once. Inthe latter speech ds for vdtws appears twice (39, 73). 

1 Of course this occurs in classic Greek too, but is rare, e. g. Plato, Apol. 

26 D. On this passage see A. J. P. VI 523, where other examples will be 

found. The passage from Aristeides is not parallel. 

2A. J. P.1V 418. 










